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From the anal beads in Mexico to the daily life of an incarcerated meth cook. These are the stories

and random thoughts of a long-time meth head and cook. You will be left shaking your head and

wondering why these people put themselves in these situations and do these things to themselves

and to each other ON PURPOSE!From the author of Meth: a Memoir, Meth Uncensored is full of the

stories he left out of the first book, but should have included.
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A am absolutely fascinated with addiction memoirs. I have had personal experiences with the odd

world of manufacturing methamphetamine and I will tell you, these stories are the real deal. I admire

Wayne Huffman for making a prison term into a successful career. The majority of Americans have

no idea how rare and difficult that is.Although the tales told in meth uncensored are crude and

shocking, they chronicle the depths of psychosis caused by long term use. I hope books like this will



help reform our legal system so that addicts will be treated with proper medical care rather than left

to rot.Keep writing Mr Wayne, I'll keep reading

This book was a good compliment to the authors first book, Meth A Memoir, as it expounds on some

of the character stories from the first book and has a few more stories added. When I finished

reading the first book I read this one immediately and I was disappointed to see that I was almost

finished with the book because I was so engrossed in the stories and being able to take a tiny peek

into this unique world and lifestyle. This book can also stand alone and give the reader a clear

picture, however it is my opinion that it's better served as a follow up to the first book.

I wouldn't say this is a Nobel prize winner, but it is a simple yet honest book. Huffman did a much

better job on his first book, more grammatical errors this go around. (Not just the letters)It wasn't as

deep or thorough as the last. I would only recommend this as a follow up to his 1st book. Not as a

starting book.If Huffman continues to write I would like to hear more about the rest of his story. How

court & the hearings went... how he is treated in jail, etc. I also would like to ask him questions,

because most people at we by reading books on meth unless they are seeking answers about

it.Kudos.

Wayne is raw and rough around the edges aka real. You will find it easy to put yourself in his shoes,

he may have been held captive by the drug, but he still had a heart, and he wasnt necessarily a bad

guy. He just got caught up in a game and played the cards dealt to him.

Loved this and Wayne's first book as well. The humor needed to survive, and the flat out honesty

are refreshing. I'm tired of born again prison stories and sorry ass apologetic sniveling , and this has

none of that! Anyone who's snorted a line in the middle of the night with a wh**e and a group of

misfits will find this amusing. Not a glorification of drugs, but recognizing that they were a big part of

a lot of our lives, and we had a s***load of fun before we realized we had to give them up....we love

you Wayne!

Really who would publish this crap. Do not waste your money on this book. It is a ridiculous

collection of stories that just bore you to death. Your better off spending your money on meth!

Wayne is the man no bulls*** he tells like it is on so many levels very impressiveTell all story in all of



his books real talk

I downloaded this because I enjoyed the author's Meth Memoir. Feels like he didn't have much to

say but still wanted to publish....
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